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Management Summary
Have you ever picked up a newspaper and seen your bank or other financial institution trying to explain how they lost backup tapes with the personal data of numerous customers? Have you checked
your mail recently to find a letter from one of these institutions apologizing for having potentially exposed your own data? They try to appease us by explaining that these unusual circumstances probably
did not result in any identity theft, but, just in case, they have enrolled each of us in a credit monitoring
service. I am only too familiar with this exercise as my personal data has now been exposed twice, once
by the local newspaper and again by my bank. I am sure that the businesses involved regret their inaction in better protecting this data, especially when they have to pay the bill for the notification, enrollment, and public embarrassment. I am sure that they regret not encrypting that data before sending it out
the data center door.
In other cases, protecting our identity is our own responsibility. In fact, we are all very familiar with
protecting our own personal info; we protect it by putting passwords on all of our Internet accounts. If
you follow best practices, you will use a different password for each site. Some of us, however, are not
so good at remembering a myriad of different passwords, so we use the same password for each and
every website that we visit – not a good idea. Some of us who do use different passwords frequently
make note of them on little yellow Post-It notes and stick them on the monitor. Again, not the best way
to manage your own security! Managing these passwords is our responsibility just as encrypting data
and managing the encryption keys is the clear responsibility of each and every business with whom we
interact.
With enterprise data doubling every 12-to-18 months, the requirement to protect that data becomes
more urgent, and more difficult, with every passing day. Many enterprises have responded to this crisis
with the implementation of encryption techniques at various levels within the data center – in the hardware, within an application, or in transit through the network. This has resulted in the creation of islands
of encryption with a fragmented approach to the management of the encryption keys. In fact, many applications, each possibly using a different encryption technique, add to the chore of managing the keys.
A well-managed yet simplified process to implement and deploy a secure method to manage these encryption keys is essential. That is where Spectra Logic has stepped up to the challenge for enterprise
data centers.
Spectra Logic has always had a strategic encryption process for their tape libraries through
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Data Security in the Enterprise
No one will argue the point that enterprise data is expanding at an unprecedented rate. For
many, it is doubling every 12-to-18 months. In
addition, no one will argue that the enterprise
must be protected from the loss of any of that data
or the breach of the enterprise firewall, allowing
personal or corporate data to leak out. Any time
that a tape cartridge is removed from the library
system to be transported within the data center or
offsite, that risk grows higher.
The damage to the business’s reputation, as
well as the economic cost to rectify the loss, is
very expensive. All enterprise data needs to be
secure, within the data center as well as outside of
the control of the IT staff, but especially for financial institutions and those in the healthcare
industry. One way to do that is with encryption.
If encrypted data is lost or stolen, it is useless to
the thief. Unfortunately, if the encryption key is
lost, the data itself is useless to the enterprise that
created it.
Encryption is not only a best practice for every data center, but in many cases, it is mandated
by law or industry best practices. The emphasis
to encrypt is a direct result of new regulations and
laws requiring encryption to protect personal, financial, and sensitive corporate data. Because of
the multitude of encryption strategies being
implemented, even within a single data center,
the requirement to simplify, centralize, and
automate the encryption key management
process is of major concern. Some enterprises
do not encrypt data at rest, only in motion. Every
data center needs to improve data security and do
everything they can to facilitate compliance management to meet all regulations and standards.
This also includes, but is not limited to, enterprises in industries such as insurance, retail and consumer, manufacturing, and media and entertainment. In order to do this, the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) has established a new encryption
key management standard. As more and more
data centers are encrypting data at rest, the
need to centralize key management to get a
simplified, consistent approach to encryption
has never been greater. It makes sense for every
enterprise to meet these new standards.
One way to accomplish this is to deploy a
single encryption management solution that safeguards data from breach or loss. This includes
environments that already may not have deployed
an encryption solution or those that deployed a
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solution that is no longer being supported. Furthermore, this solution must meet all compliance
requirements to safeguard the encryption keys,
automate key management, and to scale that key
management across multiple environments.
Hopefully, the enterprise can deploy a solution
that minimizes management overhead and enables
the data center to control costs. One company,
Spectra Logic, has already developed an encryption key management for an integrated library
server, and now is making available a standalone
server to mange encryption keys across multiple,
heterogeneous environments across the enterprise.

Spectra Logic BlueScale Encryption
Spectra Logic has offered an integrated encryption key management system for quite some
time. The latest version, BlueScale 121, completely integrates library administration with encryption key management. Version 12 complemented the previous version, BlueScale 11.32,
introduced earlier in 2011 to provide data integrity assurance, delivering Data Integrity Verification to the data center. BlueScale key management is secure and easy to use, providing the IT
staff with powerful key management features for
encryption and decryption, including restoration
of data without a Spectra Library.
However, BlueScale Encryption is aimed at
supporting the SMB or enterprise department that
deploys a single library with LTO drives, employs
a small number of keys, and needs to satisfy basic
security requirements, such as AES-256 bit encryption. BlueScale 12 provides an integrated key
management facility for encryption-capable LTO
drives, with a web-based Remote Library Controller (RLC) enabling the staff to manage data
encryption safely, from anywhere, with a secured
web connection. BlueScale fits nicely into an
open systems environment with a vendor-agnostic
architecture and compatibility with major backup,
archive, and tiered storage applications. In addition to a free standard edition, BlueScale comes in
an advanced, professional package, supporting
such features as multiple keys and M-of-N key
support. For organizations with more data,
more keys, and more complex requirements,
1

See
dated November 14,
2011, entitled Spectra Raises the Ceiling on Archiving - Lowering TCO for Their Tape Libraries, available at
http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2011036.pdf.
2
See
dated March 21, 2011,
entitled Spectra Raises BlueScale 11 Delivers Data Integrity
Verification to SME, Mid-Range and Enterprise Users, available
at http://www.clipper.com/research/TCG2011011.pdf.
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Exhibit 1 – Comparison of BlueScale to TKLM

Source: Spectra Logic

Spectra now offers Spectra TKLM as a more
robust encryption key manager.

Spectra TKLM
Where BlueScale is aimed at the SMB or enterprise department, Spectra TKLM is geared
more toward the larger enterprise data center and

can be deployed in those environments that require a superset of the functionality provided by
BlueScale. Spectra TKLM scales key management across multiple, heterogeneous environments, safeguarding the keys used in encryption operations. It simplifies and automates
key management, relieving a variety of IT teams
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of a manual role that is wide open for the potential
loss of encryption keys. This fragmented approach to key management can only lead to a loss,
or breach, of mission-critical enterprise data.
With this integrated, standalone solution, the data
center can control management overhead and
costs.
Typically, the more encryption that the data center deploys, the more keys the IT staff
has to manage. Encryption keys have their own
lifecycle, in addition to the lifecycle of the data
that they are protecting. TKLM gives the IT staff
the tools that they need to simplify, centralize, and
automate the key management processes and help
to reduce operational costs. With support for the
new OASIS KMIP standard3, TKLM provides a
simplified management of encryption keys for the
entire enterprise.
Spectra TKLM is a standalone server designed to enable the data center to deploy a simple
solution for a very complex problem: encryption
key management and security. TKLM enables
the data center to manage encryption keys across
multiple libraries and data center sites from a centrally controlled workstation. It enables strong
authentication and security, providing the flexibility to meet the unique requirements of each data
center. It simplifies both configuration and management tasks for keys and certificates of authority, and facilitates security audits and tracks key
lifecycle, from cradle to grave. TKLM licensing
starts at an MSRP of $8,750 for a Spectra Logic
T950 or T-Finity library. Pricing for smaller libraries starts at $4,250.
Like BlueScale, TKLM has implemented
government-approved standards, such as FIPS
140-2 for compliant tape drives and encryption
key manager, using the AES-256 bit standard.
However, unlike BlueScale, TKLM provides
multi-vendor, multi-library, multi-site library
support along with the capability to manage
both LTO and TS1140 enterprise drives from
IBM. While BlueScale is limited to a maximum
of 30 keys, TKLM can support more than one
million keys, including a unique key for each
tape. For a complete list of the functional differences between BlueScale and TKLM, please see
Exhibit 1 on the previous page.
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tra TKLM, extending the simplified management
of encryption keys to a multi-vendor, multilibrary, multi-site library environment. Spectra
TKLM provides a unified key management strategy to enable the data center to streamline the implementation of encrypted data throughout the
enterprise. This enables the IT staff to improve
the security of critical data throughout the enterprise. Developed with open standards, TKLM
enables the flexibility and vendor interoperability
that the enterprise demands.
If you are looking to deploy encryption for the first
time or simply looking to replace a legacy encryption
package that may no longer be
supported, Spectra Logic can
provide an encryption solution
tailored to the needs of your
data center.
SM

Conclusion
Spectra Logic has supplemented its BlueScale
encryption offering with the availability of Spec3

See http://docs.oasis-open.org/kmip/spec/v1.0/os/kmip-spec-1.0-os.pdf.
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